2-3. Objective
To make a good design of geo. nets, we investigate the communication efficiency measured by the shortest path lengths or the min. hops the tolerance of connectivity to random failures and targeted attacks on hubs in typical planar network models:
• random Apollonian network in complex network science, • Delaunay triangulation in computer science,
4-3. Delaunay-like SF Net
We propose RA+NN:
• Set an initial planar triangulation.
• Select a triangle at random and add a new node at the barycenter. Then, connect the new node to its three nodes of the triangle. By iteratively applying diagonal flips, connect it to the nearest node(s) within a radius as a localization. 
7-1. Randomly Rewired Nets
We compare the tolerance to random failures of nodes and targeted attacks on hubs in the geographical and non-geographical randomly rewired networks, when a fraction f of nodes is removed. 
7-4. Related Topics
Similar improvement relaxed from geographical constaints by rewirings has been shown in SFL. From a theoretical viewpoint, small-order cycles significantly affect the vulnerability. At no-cycle L c = 0, the percolation threshold
It is generalized at any cycle length e.g. L c = 3,
Summary
Based on the advanced SF properties,
• we've proposed a modified model from RA in complex net. science and DT in computer science to reduce long-range links on a planar space for sensor or ad hoc networks.
β d is the shortest, and L ∼ N α l is the intermediate on the optimal paths in two criteria (A pure SF is not the best).
• The tolerance to failures and attacks is weakened by the geo. effect, although it is improved in our model from the extreme vulnerability in RA. DT is the most robust, it requires global config.
A4. Weak Disorder
Distribution of path lengths -exp. decayingthe dashed lines from top to bottom correspond to δ = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 in the assumed weight exp(δε) of link with a random number ε ∈ (0, 1) 
